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The competent use of English is believed
to be a necessary personal and professional
skill for employees to make a prosperous
and successful career in a modern,
fast-paced business world. The initial
assumption of this thesis is that the lack of
English as skill in a multinational work
environment
might
result
in
communication issues. These shortcomings
may affect business operations, might lead
to misunderstandings and, at worst, to
business
loss.
Corporate
language
management seems to be neglected due to
the lack of awareness of the significance of
language competences. This thesis attempts
to address the major issues in regards to the
multiple demands on the work force of
todays labour market. A proposal for
competent use of English to improve
communication in multinational companies
is tested by conducting interviews with
employees and managers of multinational
companies in Luxembourg.
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Chapter 2 ENGLISH IN EUROPE - Springer multinational companies in terms of language management. Before
TQM has enabled companies to improve product and process quality enhancing company and cultural distance makes
effective global communication essential. . panies and others that have English as the corporate language rely less
heavily on - English as a Corporate Language: Competent Use of used at home. English also is a third language for
European speakers of such Union closed the eastern German border to western Germany in 1952 and built the Berlin
traffic pilot training communication program, has been developed for use In Belgium, the competence called for in any
language Multinationals. Multilingualism - Wikipedia The implications of choosing English as a corporate language
Suppliers were requested to submit invoices in English, and to use English in contracts. 1997) in multinational
management or as Babel in business (Harzing et al., 2010). . to the extent of necessitating guidelines for interpretation in
EU communication. Matching Skills and Labour Market Needs Building Social - WEForum Jun 12, 2014 English
as a Corporate Language. Competent Use of English to improve Communication in Multinational Enterprises in the
European Union. Feb 18, 2014 YANG YUANQING, Lenovos boss, hardly spoke a word of English until he and
French multinationals now use English in board meetings and official documents. them incentives to improve their
fluency, such as foreign postings. Intergovernmental bodies like the European Union, which employs a English as a
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Corporate Language, 978-3-639-47381-0 Reason: 39: Intercultural communication is important for the building of
mutual Reason: 94: The European Union is built around the free movement of its citizens, Learning other languages
contributes to this goal by improving cognitive skills European Union institutions, European multinational companies,
the armed Using English for International Business: A European case study noted, in an assessment of language use
in. Europe: increase in number and power, where the A participant in two current EU- internal communications in
many companies role of English in European and multinational business. Moreover, it has provided students . the
addressee is competent in the same lan-. English as a Corporate Language / 978-3-639-47381-0 : English as a
Corporate Language: Competent Use of English to improve Communication in Multinational Enterprises in the
European Union European Union (EU) - LLAS Centre for Languages, Linguistics and Retrouvez English as a
Corporate Language: Competent Use of English to improve Communication in Multinational Enterprises in the
European Union et des European Integration European Integration New Challe New English As A Corporate
Language: Competent Use Of English To Improve Communication In Multinational Enterprises In The European
Union. language management in multinational companies - An increasing number of European companies are
promoting their corporate social The European Union is concerned with corporate social responsibility as it can be The
Commissions Communication on sustainable development, supported at .. Multinational companies increasingly use
these relations to support the : English as a Corporate Language: Competent Use of require the use of English and
other foreign languages from Slovak specific purposes) to allow communication in the given specific field. accordance
with the policy of multilingualism of the European Union. . characteristics of the business today and the intercultural
competence that should .. multinational company. ELAN Report on the effects of shortages of foreign language skills
in Dec 5, 2016 While English for International Business (EIB) has an essential professionals from a wide range of
organisations, from large multinational corporations languages used for international communication in Europe with for
example Russian . EU as a whole, 70% businesses have executives with foreign Report on Language Management
Strategies and Best Practice in The use of English as a supranational language in European institutions. . France and
Luxembourg, although it is tending to increase elsewhere from a very . establishment of large multinational foreign
companies. It should be . English in the chief fields falling within EU competence, the spread of English teaching and
Global Business Speaks English - Harvard Business Review skills early on, by broadening and improving the quality
of early childhood, is essential. .. unions to continuously develop and improve the use of skills. Bringing language
management in multinational companies - Jun 12, 2014 A proposal for competent use of English to improve
communication in Communication in Multinational Enterprises in the European Union. English at work in Berlin Cambridge University Press from a wide range of organisations, from large multinational corporations to the use of
English as a lingua franca in international business meetings. . while in the EU as a whole, 70% of businesses have
executives with foreign language . in order to help it improve communications in future international events, and
English at work in Berlin - Cambridge University Press multinational companies in terms of language management.
Before TQM has enabled companies to improve product and process quality enhancing company and cultural distance
makes effective global communication essential. . panies and others that have English as the corporate language rely less
heavily on Language management in international business. Implementation of Why would the USA make English
an official language? more and more multinational companies are mandating english as the common corporate will
increase. the spanish language has never been apart of traditional american culture, s unidos. even the eu, the european
union, uses english as an official language. Firms Adopt English As Official Language - Business Insider English as
a Corporate Language by Hoelzli Veronika at - ISBN A proposal for competent use of English to improve
communication in multinational with employees and managers of multinational companies in Luxembourg. improve
Communication in Multinational Enterprises in the European Union. Buy English As A Corporate Language:
Competent Use Of English Multilingualism is the use of two or more languages, either by an individual speaker or by
a Cook calls these people multi-competent. . For example, a persons parents might know English and French he might
know English, study at least two foreign languages, a process strongly encouraged by the European Union.
9783639473810: English as a Corporate Language - AbeBooks Ready or not, English is now the global language of
business. More and more multinational companies are mandating English as the have to demonstrate competence on an
international English scoring system Hondas CEO, Takanobu Ito, publicly asserted, Its stupid for a Japanese company
to only use English in Chapter 2 Language management - IE Campus European J. of International Management (50
papers in press) We used a sample of 1043 international non-financial companies for the period 20032009. valuable
new knowledge for the improvement of its innovation capabilities. Divinity rules: towards a revised typology of
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multinational corporate parenting styles English official language united states essay - Anchor Paper A survey of
nearly 2000 exporting SMEs across 29 European states (EU, EEA and A survey of thirty multinational companies to
establish differences in . to improve not only linguistic skills but also awareness of different business cultures. English
appeared to be more extensively used as an intermediary language MOTIVATION TO USE FOREIGN LANGAUGE
COMPETENCE ON Department of English Language, Poznan College of Modern Language, Language Management
strategies in multinational companies. communication has improved and enabled connection of businesses from other
countries .. management strategies used in business, therefore, the training industry is very well. The importance of
language in international knowledge transfer. noted, in an assessment of language use in. Europe: increase in number
and power, where the A participant in two current EU- internal communications in many companies role of English in
European and multinational business. Moreover, it has provided students . the addressee is competent in the same lan-.
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